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Respondent Rambus Inc. (" Rambus ) respectfully submits the attached
Micron Technology, Inc. v. Rambus

decision issued yesterday by Judge Kent Jordan in

Inc.

Case No. 00- 792

KAJ (D. Del. , June 15 2006) (attached as exhibit A). In his

decision , Judge Jordan affirmed (with limited exceptions) a Report and Recommendation

submitted on March 6 , 2006 , by a Special Master in that case in connection with a motion

by Micron Technology, Inc. (" Micron ). Micron s motion sought to pierce Rambus
attorney-client privilege with respect to JEDEC-related documents on the ground that
there was a prima facie case that Rambus had " commtted fraud by not disclosing to
JEDEC and its members certain of Rambus s pending and/or planned patent applications

related to SDRAM and DDR SDRAM while JEDEC was adopting standards for that
technology. "

Special Master

s Report and Recommendations on Motion of Micron

Technology to Compel Defendant Rambus to Produce Certain Documents, Testimony
and Pleadings , filed March 6, 2006 (attached as exhibit B).

The Special Master found in his report , after a lengthy analysis of EIA and

JEDEC manuals and related matters, thatJEDEC policy " did not create a legally
enforceable duty that required Rambus to disclose its pending and/or planned patent
applications to JEDEC or its members. "

Ex. B ,

p. 38. The Special Master also rejected

Micron s argument that "a legally enforceable duty to disclose arose from the

expectations attendant upon the relationship between JEDEC members. Id.
Judge Jordan s order holds, after an " independent review " of the record
that it was " entirely correct for the (Special Master) to conclude that Micron had not
demonstrated at even a prima facie level an indispensable element of a fraud action

e.,

a duty to disclose. Ex. A at p. 4 (emphasis added). Judge Jordan also agreed with

the Special Master that Micron had failed to show that Rambus had " a legal duty to
disclose anything beyond what it did disclose to JEDEC. "

Ex.

A at 3- 4.

Judge Jordan

further held that " Rambus ' s actions were within the law , for the reasons described by the
Federal Circuit.

Id.

at 5.

The Commssion should also be aware that in the related case of

Hynix

Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc. No. CV 00- 20905 RMW (N. D. Cal.), a summary

judgment motion addressing issues relating to the JEDEC disclosure duty was argued in
front of Judge Ronald Whyte on March 31 , 2006. A decision is expected shortly.
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EXHIBIT A

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICTCOURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
MICRON TECHNOLOGY , INC.,
Plaintiff

Civil Action No. 00- 792- KAJ

RAMBUS INC.,

Defendant.
RAMBUS INC.

Counterclaim Plaintiff

MICRON TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Counterclaim Defendant.

MEMORANDUM ORDER
INTRODUCTION

This matter is before me upon the objections of the parties to the Report and
Recommendation (Docket Item ("

1." )

725; the " R&R" ) submitted on March 6, 2006, by

Vincent J. Poppiti, Esquire , whom I appointed as Special Discovery Master (" SDM" ) in
this case (D. I. 690). For the following reasons , and with the limited exceptions noted,

the objections are overruled and the R&R is adopted as the ruling of this court.

As I write for the benefit of the parties, further to the direction that I gave the
parties in open court following oral argument on June 2 , 2006 , I do not provide detailed

background information. Those interested in such information should refer to the

thorough background discussion provided by the SDM in the R&R. For now , suffice it

);

to say that the parties '

objections to the R&R are only the latest in a long series of

battles Rambus has had over the attorney- client privilege , battles that have raged in

three different federal district courts, in the FTC and in the United States Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The dispute here can be viewed as involving two
categories of documents. These two sets of documents were described in the R&R
and will be referred to here as the " 5/16/01 Documents " and the "JEDEC Documents.
(See

1. 725 at

16-

, 39 (the " 5/16/01 Documents

id.

at 24- 25 (the " JEDEC

Documents
II.

DISCUSSION
The

5/16/01

Documents

I agree with the SDM that the 5/16/01 Documents must be produced , but I do not

do so on the basis that the 5/16/01 order by former Judge McKelvie is the controlling

law of the case. (See 0. 1. 725 at 22- 24. )

Without deciding that issue ,

which would

involve attempting to sort out what has and has not changed over the course of the last
five years and the several legal proceedings in which Rambus has been embroiled, I
believe that the documents are discoverable because any privilege with respect to them
was knowingly waived by Rambus , as Judge Whyte found in
Inc. v. Rambus, Inc. No. CV- OO- 20905 RMW at 4-

Hynix Seminconductor
10 (N. D. Cal. Feb. 26, 2004)

(finding that in proceedings before the FTC, " Ram bus agreed to produce (the 5/16/01

documents). Rambus has offered no evidence that it proposed to put in place any
protective order concerning these documents as a condition to produce them to the
FTC. " The Court thus found that Rambus s " failure to subsequently seek protection

).

over these same documents in the FTC proceedings waives these rights.

(See 0.

749, Ex. A at Ex. 1.
The JEDEC documents
As to the JEDEC documents , I agree with the 80M that Micron has failed to
make out a prima facie case for application of the crime- fraud exception to the attorney-

client privilege, and I therefore will not order production of those documents. The SDM
was correct in concluding that Micron had failed to make out a prima facie case of

fraud , under Virginia law , because it failed to demonstrate on the present record that
Rambus had a legal duty to disclose anything beyond what it did disclose to JEDEC.

Micron argues vociferously that the SDM relied on the Federal Circuit's opinion in
Rambus Inc. v. Infineon Technologies AG,

540 U. S.

318 F. 3d 1081 (Fed. Cir. 2003)

cert. denied

874 (2003), and then wrongly ruled as a matter of law that there was no duty

of disclosure. Micron is particularly emphatic that the question of whether there was a
duty of disclosure must be seen as a mixed question of law and fact , not purelya

question of law. I will leave that question for another day.

For

now it is enough to say

that I agree with the conclusion that piercing the attorney-client privilege is

inappropriate , and I do so on the basis that Micron failed to carry its burden of
1 My ruling on waiver does not extend , as Micron is urging, to other documents

that have not previously been produced. Micron s argument that Rambus has waived
its privilege with respect to documents on the same subject matter as the documents
Hynix
and to the FTC, but not actually produced in those cases , is
produced in
unpersuasive on this record. The waiver of privilege that requires disclosure here is
based on actual production of documents. Micron has not demonstrated that
documents that were not actually produced in those other cases should be disclosed to
avoid an unfairly selective disclosure. Consequently, the waiver will not be expanded.
This is not an invitation to further motions practice about waiver. It is only a statement

about this defined and limited set of documents.

demonstrating a prima facie case on each of the elements of a common law action for
fraud under Virginia law.
The Federal Circuit's

Infineon

opinion is highly instructive. After discussing the

JEDEC policy applicable to Rambus when it was a member of JEDEC, the Federal
Circuit concluded , on essentially the same record presented here , that " (a) policy that

does not define clearly what , when , how , and to whom the members must disclose

does not provide a firm basis for the disclosure duty necessary for a fraud verdict." Id.
at 1102. It was therefore entirely correct for the SDM to conclude that Micron had not
demonstrated, at even a prima facie level , an indispensable element of a fraud action.
On independent review , I reach the same conclusion.
Micron s efforts are not materially advanced by its argument that an attempted

fraud provides a basis for privilege piercing, even though no prima case of actual fraud

has been shown. That argument rests on the erroneous premise that one can be held

culpable for attempting to do something which is not itself legally culpable. The
argument refutes itself.
Matter

Micron relied heavily during oral argument on a Delaware case,

of

Sutton,

A. No. 96M- 08- 024 , 1996 WL 659002 (Del. Super. Aug, 30 , 1996), though it did not
cite the case at all in its opening brief. But

even if it were controlling precedent.

Sutton

The Court in

does not support Micron
Sutton

s position

held that

Requiring the establishment of a completed fraud could in some cases
insulate from inspection attorney- client communications which were made

2 The operative law on the question of fraud appears to be, as the Federal Circuit
Infineon Tech. 318 F. 3d at 1087 (" this court applies Virginia
noted, Virginia law.
commonwealth law to the fraud actions

in furtherance of a crime or fraud as long as the crime or fraud was

prevented from reaching completion ... by impossibility. This Court
believes the crime-fraud exception was intended to apply to
communications entered into which were intended to be used as a basis
for criminal or fraudulent activity, whether or not that criminal or fraudulent
intent ever comes to fruition.
Id.

at * 11.

Micron argues

that

Sutton

shows an attempted crime or fraud is sufficient to

pierce the attorney-client privilege when the crime or fraud was prevented by

impossibility. Micron asserts that, even if Rambus was not subject to a duty to disclose
if Rambus thought it was subject to such a duty, Rambus was attempting to commit a

fraud, and such fraud was not completed only because it was legally impossible for
Rambus to commit it.
The

Sutton

case, however , was discussing a factual impossibilty. Factual

impossibility exists where , although the actor had the intent to commit an illegal or

fraudulent act , that actor was prevented from completing the act because of some fact.
A charge of attempt can be made when an actor attempts to commit an act but is
prevented because it was factually impossible.

See , e. g., State v. DiNorscia 511 A.

1040, 1043 (Del. Super. 1986) (" the defendant may be convicted of attempt to commit

Theft of Services if the State proves that with the requisite intent, the defendant

committed acts which if the facts had been as he thought them to be , would have
constituted the crime of Theft of Services

). Here ,

by contrast, Rambus s actions were

within the law , for the reasons described by the Federal Circuit. Factual impossibility
simply does not enter into it.

3 Regional Circuit law controls on questions of waiver.

Cup Co. 412 F. 3d 1340 , 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (" This

Fort James Corp. v. Solo
court applies the law of the

regional circuit ... with respect to questions of attorney-client privilege and waiver of

II.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
(1) the March 6 , 2001 R&R (0. 1. 725) constitutes the findings and conclusions of

this court, except as otherwise stated herein;

(2) Rambus shall produce the 5/16/01 Documents to Micron , as Rambus waived

any privilege with respect to those documents by producing them in the Hynix litigation

and to the FTC. None of the other documents requested by Micron need be produced.

Wilmington , Delaware
June 15 , 2006

attorney-client privilege. ). The Federal Circuit also recently addressed the issue in
- F. 3d _ 2006 WL 1149528 (Fed. Cir. May 1 , 2006), holding that when
a party waives the attorney-client privilege by asserting an advice of counsel defense
the privilege is waived for all communications on the same subject matter , whether

re Echostar,

those communications were made before or after the infringing act. I do not read
Echostar however, as requiring a wholesale waiver under the circumstances presented
here.

EXHIBIT B

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWAR
MICRON TECHNOLOGY, INC.,

Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendat,
c.A. No. 00- 792

RAUS INC.
Defendant and Counterclaim Plaintiff.

SPECIA MASTER' S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON
MOTION OF MICRON TECHNOLOGY TO COMPEL DEFENDANT RAUS
ANp PLEADINGS (R: D. I. 500)
PRODUCE CERTAIN DOCUMENTS. TESTIMO

GRAT OF MOTION RECOMMENDED, IN PART;
DENIA OF MOTION RECOMMENDED. IN PART
This matter comes before me, as Special Master,

on the motion of plaitiff

Micron

Technology, Inc. (" Micron ) to compel the production of certain documents and testimony from

defendant Rambus Inc. (" Rambus ), which Rambus asserts are protected from disclosure under
the attorney- client

privilege and/or work product doctrne.

Having read and considered the briefs and memoranda submitted

by the paries,

having

reviewed the transcripts of arguments made on those papers in hearngs before the Court, having

considered relevant facts of record relating to the discovery path in the case before this Cour
having considered the letters and other communications submitted to the Special Master by the
parties, and having examied the treatment of similar issues involving Rambus and the partes to
other proceedings

2 the Special Master

recommends that Micron s motion to compel the

I The Order Appointing Special Master, dated July 29, 2005 , is docketed as item 690 in the captioned case.
2 Those proceedings are discussed

062038. 00613/40158322v.

infra

begig

at

pA.

production of certain documents be granted
denied,

and, as to other certain documents be

in part

for the reasons set forth herein.

BACKGROUND

Rambus is a technology company and the patentee under numerous patents that relate to

computer memory technology known as Dynamc Random Access Memory (II DRA"
Rambus does not manufacture its own products.

Rather ,

its

business model is based upon

licensing its intellectual propert to others, including DRA manufacturers, on a royalty basis.
Micron is a DRA manufacturer.

By its complaint, OJ. 1 and

76 ,

Micron asserts that Rambus has engaged in acts of

attempted monopolization, frud, and unfair

competition arsing from Rambus ' alleged efforts to

subvert for its own anti competitive ends an industry standard-setting organzation known as the

Joint Electronic Devices Engineerig Council (I JEDEC" t

- of which Rambus was a member

from approximately December 1991 to June 1996 - with respect to patents issued to Rambus that

relate to DRAM technology. Micron seeks declaratory judgment that its Synchronous Dynamic

Random Access Memory (" SDRA" ) and Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamc Random
Access Memory (II DDR- SDRA" i products and methods do not inmnge certin of Rabus

patents, and that those patents are invalid and unenforceable.

3 Rambus fied United States Patent Application Serial

Id.

For its par, Rabus denies

umber 07/510 598 with claims diected to DRA\1

technology in 1990. In 1993, Rambus received its flIstUnited States patent resulting from the ' 898 application. The
patents-in-suit are contiuation and divisional patents related to the ' 898 application.
4 IDEC is " an association of semiconductor maufactuers and designers

who collaborate to develop industr- wide

that DRA products ,

made by different

manufactuers, are compatible with one another. Rambus, Inc. v. Infneon Tech. AG. 164 F.
(E. D. Va. 2001). JEDEC is curently known as the JEDEC Solid State Technology Association.

Supp. 2d 743, 747

technical standards for semiconductor products in order to ensure

5 These technologies are described in greater detail in

062038. 00613/401

58322v.

Infil/eon 164 F. Supp. 2d at 747-48.

),

Micron s

claims , and

asserts counterclaims accusing certain of Micron s computer memory

products and methods of infrging Rambus ' patents.

By the instant

motion

6 D.I. 90.

7 Micron seeks to compel Rambus to produce privileged

documents, testimony and pleadings , including those (a) within the scope of this Cour' s May 16
s including any materials previously
2001 Order issued by fonner Judge Roderick R. McKelvie,

Rambus Inc. v. Infineon Technologies AG Case No. 3:00cv524 (E.

produced by Rambus in

Va.

Inftneon

Hynix

and

Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc. Case No. 00cv20905 (N.D. Cal.)

In the Matter of Rambus, Inc. FfC

and before the Federal Trade Commission in

Docket No. 9302 (the

FTC

case ); (b) as are fuher set fort in Micron s November 13, 2001

Motion to Compel, D. I. 500 , including materials that post- date Rarbus ' June 1996 withdrawal

from JEDEC and communications between Rambus and foreign patent attorneys

regarding

Rambus ' efforts to amend claims in foreign patent applications to cover JEDEC stadards; and

(c) that relate to Rambus ' destruction and alleged spoliation of documents and , on that basis , are
subject to production orders by the

Infneon

and

Hynix

cours. D. I.

637 at p.1. On Februar 10

2006 , this Court ruled with respect to this last category (the " spoliation " documents) by granting

Micron s motion to compel and ordering that Rambus produce those documents. D.I. 711.

6 The patents- in-suit identified in Micron s complait are United States Patent Nos. 5 915 105; 5 953, 263;
954 804; 5, 995,443; 6 032 214; 6 032 215;6 034 918; and 6 038, 195. By Order dated Janua 13, 2006 , ths

Court lifted a condition that had limted Rambus' ability to bring additional ingement claims against Micron as to
S. Patent Nos. 6, 324 120; 6, 378, 020; 6,426 916; and 6, 452, 863 wIrch had issued durng a stay of ths action. DJ.
706. Rambus subsequently asserted its ingement claim with respect to the second group of patents by separte

action fied in the United States Distrct Cour for the Nortern Distrct of Californ, styled as

Rambus Inc. v.

Micron Technology, Inc. and Micron Semiconductor Products, Inc. Case No. C- 06- 0244 (N. D. Ca.
7 Micron s original motion to compel and openig briefare docketed at 500- 01. Before ruing on Micron s motion,
the Cour agreed on Febru 27 , 2002 to delay tral and contiue ths action pending the outcome of the appeal
case. DJ. 529. Following the entr of a new Schedulig Order, Micron
Infineon
before the Federal Circuit in the
was pennned to renew its motion and submit additional briefwg, which js docketed at 637.

B Ths case was originally assigned to the Honorable Roderick R. McKelvie. Followig Irs retiement , the case was
reassigned to the Honorable Kent A. Jordan. D. I. 543.

062038. 00613/40158322\'.

Accordingly, the Special Master does not

fuher address

herein the production of the

spoliation " documents to Micron.
sub judice

The issues

are whether the privilege asserted by Rambus with respect to the

remaining so called JEDEC-related documents should be abrogated for at least one of the

following reasons: (1) the documents were previously ordered

to be produced by Judge

McKelvie in this case; (2) the documents are excepted from the protections of privilege puruat
to the crime/fraud exception; and/or (3)

Rambus has waived any applicable privilege with

respect to the documents.

In considering Micron s request , the Special Master has examined - at the behest of the
paries - the extensive history

Infineon, Hynix

Rambus and the paries to the

allegations that

developed in the treatment of similar or related issues between
and

FTC

cases. Each of these

cases involve

Rabus fraudulently used its paricipation in JEDEC to fuher its own

anticompetitive goals. The most pertinent decisions in those cases that address issues similar to

those raised by Micron in its motion to compel are briefly summared as follows:
The

Infineon

Case

March 7, 2001

- The United

States District Cour for the Eastern

Distrct of

California concludes that Rambus has forfeited attorney-client privilege " under
the crime/fraud exception as to certain topics "

and orders that depositions go

forward with respect to:

provided about disclosures of patents
and patent applications to JEDEC by Rambus , Inc. , the
disclosure policy of JEDEC and about the efforts by
Rambus , Inc. to broaden its patents to cover matters
(I) the legal advice

pertainng to the JEDEC standards; . . .

(2) the September 2000 presentation made to stockholders,
financial analysts and members of the public;

062038. 00613/40158322v.

(3) the preparation of (Rambus ) withdrawal letters tTom
JEDEC; and . . .

(4) the draftng of letters relating to the patent disclosures
to JEDEC and IEEE, the infonnation and documents relied
upon in drafting those letters , patent disclosures to JEDEC
and IEEE and the effort by Rambus , Inc. to broaden its
patent claims to the extent that any of those conversations
took place withi the context of the drafting of the

withdrawal letters.

Rambus Inc. v. Inflneon Technologies AG,
3(a)- (d)

(B.

D. Va. March 7 , 2001). The

Civ. No. 3:00cv524 , Order at pp. 1
Inflneon

court also orders Rambus to

produce any previously withheld documents relating to the above subject matters.
Id.

at p.3,

5. The Order expressly

excepts from the scope of its order testimony

and documents related to " any legal advice received by Rambus , Inc. respectig

the scope of its patent applications pending from 1991

to 1995.

Id.

at p.

Rambus fist sought reconsideration and then review of the March 7 , 2001 Order

by filing a Petition for Mandamus with the Federal Circuit. The petition was
denied.
AU2Ust 9. 2001 - Following jury verdicts of constrctive
the

Inflneon

cour addresses post- tral

motions and

fraud and actual fraud,

(a) grants JMOL in favor of

Rambus on the issue of constructive fraud under Virginia law ,
Rambus ' motion for JMOL on the

and (b) denies

issue of actual tTaud under Virginia law.

Rambus, Inc. v. Inflneon Technologies AG 164 F. Supp. 2d 743 (E. D. Va. 2001).
Januarv 29. 2003 -

On appeal ,

the Federal Circuit (1) vacates the

Inflneon

cour'

judgment of non- infrgement based on errors in claim construction; (2) affnns
the trial court' s grant of JMOL that set aside the verdict of constrctive

frud; and

(3) reverses the tral cour' s denial of JMOL that had allowed the verdict of actual

062038.00613/40IS8322v.

Cir. 2003)

v.

Rambus Inc.

fraud to stand.

318 F. 3d 1081 (Fed.

Infineoll Technologies AG,

540 U.S. 874 , 124 S. Ct. 227 (2003). With resect to its

cert. denied,

reversal of the actual fraud verdict , the Federal Circuit explicates:
(S)ubstantial evidence does not support the jur s verdict

that Rambus breached its duties under the EWJEDEC

policy. Infineon

did not

show the first element

of a

Virginia fraud action and therefore did not prove fraud
associated with the

SDRA standard. No reasonable jur

could find otherwise.
318 F.3d at 1105. Specifically, the Federal Circuit concludes that Infineon failed
to meet its "burden of proving the existence of a disclosure duty and a breach of
at 1104.

that duty by clear and convincing evidence.

Id.

March 17.

the patent infrngement claims,

Infneon

2004 - Followig remand on

cour issues its opinion 9 addressing two motions by Infieon

the production of

privilege.

several groups of documents
v.

Rambus, Inc.

as to which

220 F.

Infineon Technologies AG,

2004). Inneon s first motion to compel is directed
Rambus' privilege log. 220 F.

under which
Infineon

to compel

Rambus assert

D. 264 (E. D.

Va.

documents listed on

D. at 270. After examinng the circumstances
Hynix

Rambus produced documents in the

cour concludes

at

the

and

cases ,

FTC

the

that Rambus waived any arguent for reinstatement of

privilege over the subject documents because its production to its adversares was

volunta in

both

the

Technologies AG 220 F.

Hynix

and

FTC

cases.

Rambus, Inc.

v.

Infineon

D. 264 , 264- 77 (E. D. Va. 2004).

Infineon s second motion is directed to Rambus ' document retention policy
and other " spoliation " documents. The

Infineon

cour analyzes

this category

lnfineon
cours wrtten Opinon and Order which issued on February 26, 2004 was vacated and replaced by
the Amended Memorandum Opinon and Amended Order dated May 17, 2004.

9 The

062038. 00613/40158322v.

under both the crime/fraud and waiver doctres , but reserves opinion pendig

May 18. 2004
in camera

- The

Id.

review of the subject documents.

in camera

completion ofan

at 290- 91.

court issues a Memorandum Opinion following its

Infineon

review of the spoliation documents , and concludes that the crime/frud

exception extends to materials or communications created in the plang and/or

fuherance of spoliation of evidence. Applying the crime/fraud analysis, the
Infineoll

court then concludes that " Infineon has made a

pria facie showing that

Rambus intentionally has engaged in the spoliation of evidence and that the

crime/fraud exception should operate to pierce Rambus' asserted privileges. " The
court grants Infineon s motion to compel the production of " spoliation " documents

and also pennts Infineon
appropriate sanctions.

to conduct discovery addressed to the

Rambus, Inc. v. Infineon Technologies A. G.,

subject of
c.A. No.

3:00cv524 , Memo. Cp. at 49- 51 (E. D. Va. May 18 2004).

Aueust 18.

2004 - The

Federal Circuit denies Rabus ' Petition for Writ of

Mandamus to direct the United States Distrct Court for the Eastern Distrct of
Virginia to vacate its orders directing Rambus to produce

cert documents that

Rambus asserts are protected by the attorney- client privilege and/or work product
doctrne. The Federal Circuit ,

applying the stadards governng petitions for

writs of mandamus , concludes that Rambus has not met its burden to show " that
the district cour' s

relevant determinations ,

factual and legal ,

indisputably incoITect" and denies Rambus ' petition.

In re Rambus, Inc. Misc.

Docket Nos. 762 , 772 , Order at p. 2 (Fed. Cir. Aug. 18, 2004).

062038. 006 I 3/401 58322v.

were clearly and

March 1. 2005 - The

court concludes that Rambus is guilty of and liable

Injneon

for unclean hands that bar Rambus access to the Court, thereby strlcng Rambus
infrngement claims:
(Infieon) has proved, by clear and convincing evidence, a

spoliation that warants dismissal of (the patent
infngement case) as the only appropriate sanction after
having. . . considered thealtematives.

Rambus, Inc. v. Injneon Technologies A. G.,
1139:1- 6

(E. D. Va. Mar. 1

A. No. 3:00cv524. Transcript at

2005). Following the hearg, but

of a wrtten opinion and order ,

before the issuance

the paries reach an agreement to settle the

litigation.

March 21. 2005 - The

Injneon

between Rambus and Infieon,

court enters fmal judgment dismissing all claims
with prejudice

, in accordance

with the paries

stipulation.

The

FTC

Case

June 18. 2002 - FTC

issues a Complaint alleging that Rambus has violated

Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15
in a "

C.

, and charges that Rambus has engaged

pattern of anticompetitive and exclusionar acts and practices with intent to

monopolize and restrain trade in the synchronous DRA technology market and

the narower markets encompassed therein.

The FTC charges stem from

Rambus ' participation in JEDEC:

Without makg it known to JEDEC or to its members. . .
Rambus sought to obtain patents on technologies adopted

relevant JEDEC stadards. (Rambus ) alleged
scheme further entailed perfecting its patent rights over
these same technologies and then , once the standards had
in the

062038. 00613/40 158322\'.
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, "

become widely adopted within the DRA industry,
enforcing such patents worldwide against companes
manufactug memory products in compliance with the

JEDEC standards.
In the Matter of

Docket No. 9302 (before the Federal Trade

Rambus Inc.,

43, 44 , 45 , 46.

Commssion, Complaint fied June 18, 2002) at

Mav 13. 2003

- The FTC. Chief

Administrative Law Judge (" ALJ" )
lO In opposing

addresses

this motion,

Complaint Counsel' s

motion to compel discovery.

Rambus " naITOWS

issues to be resolved by conceding that Complaint Counsel

the

is entitled to receive the (1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related) materials and to
conduct discovery consistent with what occured
Hynix

matters.

In re Rambus Inc.,

in the

and

Infineon , Micron

Docket No. 9302 , Order on Reconsideration

of Complaint Counsel's Motion to Compel Discovery Relating to Subject Matters

for which Respondent Asserts Prvilege at p. 2 (FTC May 13, 2003).
Because Rambus resists Complaint Counsel's attempts to take additional

discovery " for
Counsel' s

the post-

June 1996 time period" the ALJ addresses Complaint

arguents that additional discovery is waranted under theories of

collateral estoppel, crime/fraud exception and waiver. The AU concludes that , as
a result of the Federal Circuit' s reversal of the

Infineon

fraud verdict

longer is any support for Complaint Counsel's collateral estoppel theory.
13. The

there no
at p.

Id.

AU also concludes that the crime/fraud exception does not apply

because " there is sufficient

10 This motion was flest addressed by an AU

evidence of record to rebut (the preswnption

of a

order dated Februar 28, 2003. That order was revisited on May 13,

2003 because the February 28 order was erroneously based on the theory of crime/fraud exception rather
waiver theory briefed by the partes.

062038. 00613/40158322v.

'''...'R_H.

th the

case) and to create a material question of fact on the issue of whether

prima facie

(Rambus) had a duty to disclose.

The ALl also

/d.

at p. 11.

concludes that

Rambus has waived its privilege by

voluntarly producing certain documents to Hynx and that Rambus ' disclosure of
pre- 1996 information " opens the door to the discovery of post- 1996 information
in the instant case.

Id.

at p. 5. The AU , however, concludes that the subject

matter waiver is limited to the period before December 31 , 1999 when Rarbus
did not anticipate litigation , and that the subject matter waiver would not apply to

its attorneys ' work product after that date.

Id.

at pp. 9- 10.

May 29. 2003 - The AU revisits its May 13, 2003 Order and reverses its decision

on subject matter waiver. The AU narows its waiver ruling to a conclusion that
the " scope of discovery to which Complaint Counsel is entitled is HEREBY

LIMITED to the documents created between December 1991
which were previously produced in the

Docket No. 9302 ,

Hynix

and June 1996 and

In re Rambu Inc.

litigation.

Order Granting Request for Reconsideration at p. 4 (FC May

29, 2003).

Februarv 23. 2004 ALJ issues an Intial Decision on the issues raised by the
FTC Complaint, following 54 days of admnistrative hearg on a voluminous
evidentiar record that includes 44 live witnesses ,
nearly 12, 000

pages of tral transcript.

Feb. 23, 2004)

Complaint

II On March 1

1

770 admtted exhbits, and

In re Rambus Inc.

(available at WL 390647).

Docket No. 9302

The AU

dismisses the

(FC
FTC's

ll based on numerous and detailed fidings of fact and conclusions of

, 2004 , Complaint Counel fied its Notice of Appeal of the Intial Decision and dismisal of the
Complaint. That appeal is stil pending before the FTC.

062038. 00613/40158322v.
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law , including an express finding that Rambus was not in violation of any JEDEC

rule

id.

902: " Rambus was not in violation of the

(See e.

at pp. 134- 148.

JEDEC patent policy because that policy merely encouraged
disclosure of patents

the voluntar

essential to practice JEDEC standards. Not disclosing

patents confonned not only to the policy, but was also consistent with the conduct
of other JEDEC members.

The

Hvnix

Id.

at p.

134.

Case
Infineon

June 22. 2001 - In response to Hynx s motion to intervene in the
litigation , Rambus agrees to produce to Hynx , for use in the

privileged JEDEC-related documents

case, its

Hynix

for 1991 to June 1996 and related

testimony, pursuant to the tens of a letter agreement. The production is intended

to provide Hynix with the same documents that Rambus was previously ordered
to produce by the

Infneon

and

Micron

courts.

Januarv 26. 2004 - The United States Distrct Cour for the Nortern District of

Californa denies Rambus ' motion for a

protective order seeking to

reinstate

privilege over the 1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related documents and testimony.
The

Hynix

court concludes that the circumtances of Rambus ' disclosure of those

materials to Hynx in this

case , and to Complaint Counsel in

constitute voluntary disclosures
confidentiality as to the
Semiconductor Inc.

and

1991- 1996

necessitate the

FTC

v. Rambus Inc. No. CV- 00- 20905 ,
Ca. Feb. 26,

case

conclusion that

documents has been waived.

Defendant' s Motion for Protective Order (N. D.

062038. 00613/40158322v.

the.

Hynix

Order Denying

2004).

' "

Januarv 31. 2005
Hynix

documents, the

spoliation

review of Rambus

in camera

- Based on an

court concludes that " there is suffcient cause to believe that

Rambus has engaged in spoliation (so as) to justify discovery of certin

otherwise

privileged documents " and orders that:

Rambus shall produce to Hynx all discovery previously
Infineon

ordered produced in the

litigation pertaining to

Rambus ' document retention plan, including the plan
conception , development, adoption , implementation and
relationship to Rambus' patent litigation strategy. . . (and)
Infineon
court
all deposition trancripts and orders of the
which discuss or relate to the( se) topics.

Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc. No. CV- 00- 20905 , Order Compellig

Production of Documents at pp. 2 ,

, 2005). Production is

cour' s conclusion that Rambus anticipated litigation

Hynix

ordered based on the

14 (N. D. Ca. Jan. 31

Id.

at the time it implemented its document retention policy.

at p. 6. The

Hynix

cour opines that its conclusion is a " close one " and emphasizes that it has " only
found reasonable cause to believe spoliation occurred, which is not the same as
finding that Rambus did , in fact , spoliate evidence.
April 22. 2005

- The

Infineon

at p. 13.

court considers a motion by Hynix to dismiss

Hynix

Rarbus ' patent infingement claims on the
argues that the

Id.

basis of " unclean hands

. Hynx

court' s finding of spoliation and unclean hands, which

resulted in the dismissal of Rambus ' patent infingement claims against Ineon
should be given effect in the

The

Hynix

Hynix

case under the doctrine of collateral estoppel.

cour denies Hynix s motion to dismiss on the basis that it does not find

the elements of collateral estoppel to be clearly met and , even if they are, the
Hynix

062038. 006 13/40158322v. I

cour is disinclined to grant preclusive effect to the

Infineon

court' s ruling.

No. CV - 00- 20905,

Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc.,

Hynx s

Motion to Dismiss Patent Claims for Unclean

Order Denyig

Hands on the Basis of

Collateral Estoppel (N. D. Ca. Apr. 22 , 2005).

AUl!ust 26. 2005

- The

cour considers a motion by Hynx to compel the

Hynix

production of privileged documents recently discovered by Rambus in backup

tapes and other removable media. Rambus concedes that the documents are
responsive to the March 7 , 2001 order by the

Infneon

court ordering production

under the crime/fraud exception , but argues that the March 7 ,

2001 order no

longer applies in light of the Federal Circuit' s reversal of the tral cour' s
Infineon.

judgment in

The

Hynix

fraud

cour does not address whether the March 7

2001 order is applicable. Rather, the cour orders production on the basis that
Rambus canot

demonstrate that it has not waived the attorney- client privilege

with regard to documents responsive to the (March 7 ) 2001 CrimelFraud Order.
Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc. No. CV- 00- 20905, Order Compellng
Production of Documents Withheld by Rambus from Removable Media at p. 4
(N. D. Ca. Aug. 26, 2005).
Januarv 4. 2006 - Following a two-week

tral on whether Rarbus '

patent

infrngement claims should be dismissed as sanction under the unclean hands
defense, the

Hynix

cour concludes

that:

Here , the court does not find dismissal to be an appropriate

sanction because it does not find

the application of the

unclean hands doctrine to be warranted. Further, the

evidence presented does not bear out Hynx s

allegations

that Rambus adopted its Document Retention Policy in bad
faith. The evidence also does not demonstrate that Rambus
targeted any specific document or category of relevant
documents with the intent to prevent production in a

062038. 00613/40158322v.

lawsuit such as the one initiated by Hynx. The evidence

here does not show that Rabus destroyed specific

material docwnents prejudicial to Hynx s abilty to defend
against Rambus ' patent claims. Therefore , Hynx s unclean
hands defense fails.
v.

Hynix Semiconductor Inc,

Rambus Inc. No. CV - 00- 20905, Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law on Unclean Hands Defense at p. 41 (N. D. Ca. Jan. 4
2006) (Whyte , J.

DISCUSSION

By its motion, Micron asks that Rambus

be compelled to produce documents

derogation ofthe oldest of the privileges recognzed in American jursprudence. As noted by the

United States Supreme Court:

We have recogrzed the attorney- client
law

as " the oldest

of

privilege under federal

the privileges

for

confidential

communications known to the common law. Although the
underlyig rationale for the privilege has changed over time, cours
long have viewed its central concern as one " to encourage full and

ftan communication between attorneys and their clients and

thereby promote broader public interests in the observance of law
and administration of justice. " That purose , of course , requires
that clients be free to " make full disclosure to their attorneys " of
past wrongdoings , in order that the client may obtain " the aid of
persons having knowledge of the law and skiled in its practice.
UnitedStates

(quoting

v.

Zolin

Upjohn Co.

v.

491 U.S. 554, 562-

United States

, 109 S. Ct. 2619, 2621 (1989) (emphasis added)

449 U.S. 383 ,

389, 101 S. Ct. 677 , 682 (1981)).

Similar deference to the privilege is afforded by the Thrd Circuit which , in

Haines

Liggett Group Inc. 975 F. 2d 81 (3d Cir. 1992), granted a petition for wrt of mandamus to direct

the distrct cour to vacate an order compellng production of documents under the crime/ftaud
12 Hynix moved for a new trial, or in the alternative , for permssion to appeal the January 4 , 2006 Order. On

cour denied Hyn' s motion for both form of relief.
HYllix
Februry 23 , 2006, the
Rambus IIIC. No. C-00- 20905 , Order on Motion for New Trial or Permssion to
062038. 00613/401S8322v.

Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v.

Appeal (N. D. Ca. Feb. 23 , 2006).

),

exception to the attorney-client , work

product and joint defense privileges.

As noted by the

Third Circuit:

The interest here , of course , is extremely importt. It concern
attorney- client, attorney work product and joint defense matters
and it goes to the hear of the professional relationship between
one trained in the law and the lay person or entity who may bare
intimate confdences to the professional
wil be

so that the professional

fully infonned. It is grounded in ethics, endorsed by
tradition and enforced by codes of professional
professional responsibilty. It recognzes that in the

centuries of
conduct and

adversary system , the professional' s strategy, individually or in

concert with others, is iIevealable.
975 F. 2d at 89. With respect to attorney work product , the Thrd Circuit states:
This court has accorded an attorney s work product almost

absolute protection from discovery, because " any slight factul
content that such items may have is generally outweighed by the
adversary system

interest in maintaimng the privacy of an

attorney's thought processes and in ensurig that each side relies
on its own wit in preparg their respective cases.
975 F. 2d at 94 (quoting

Sporck v. Peil,

759 F. 2d 312 , 316 (3d Cir. cert. denied

474 U.S. 903,

106 S. Ct. 232 (1985)).
Against the backdrop of ths jursprudence, the

Special Master

tu

to Micron

arguments that the privilege asserted by Rambus as to certin categories

of

documents should be disregarded because each document sought falls withi

at least one ofthe

three previously stated reasons or exceptions, which the Special Master wil address

JEDEC-related

seriatim.

Conclusion: Rambus Must Produce Certain Documents PreviouslY Ordered
Produced bv Judee McKelvie s Mav 16. 2001 Order
The Special Master

tus fit to Micron s arguent that Rambus should be ordered to

produce the documents and testimony addressed by Judge McKelvie s May 16, 2001 Order (D.!.
269) that granted Micron s

motion to compel

within the scope of the March 7, 2001 Order in the

062038. 00613/40

158322v.

Rabus to produce documents and testimony
Infineon

case.

The May 16. 2001 Order

On May 16, 2001 , Judge McKelvie held a teleconference with counel for Micron and
Rambus to address Micron s request to compel the production of " crie/fraud"
267 at 3:21-24. Micron
discussed in cour

Order in

described the documents as fallng into two categories: " ones

(durg

refenig to documents

documents.

the

Infineon

that were

tral), and the second is the category that weren

that were produced by Rambus and within the scope of the March 7 , 2001

but that were not discussed in open court durng that tral.

Infineon,

D.I.

Id.

at 3:24-25.

Based on representations that Rambus had recently produced to Micron the documents that were
Infineon

discussed in open court durng the

tral

id.

at 5:19-

, the Cour tued its attention to

the " second category" and asked Micron to define the universe of documents in that category.

Micron responded that the category encompassed documents within:

the time frame that Rambus was paricipating in JEDEC meetings
which is from rougWy December of 1991 through December of
1995. I
(Infineon)
the
Cour may have expanded it through
June of 1996 , which was the date that the letter was sent
confnning that Rambus is not going to be renewing its

thi

membership. . . .

With regard to the tyes of documents , the (I1ineon)
Cour
,
conuunications
with
described them in three categories. . . one
the lawyers concernng advice concerning disclosures at JEDEC
second being conuuncations with

the lawyers

concerning

JEDEC. And the third was any
communications relating to - I think the Judge described it as the
resignation or paricipation at

broadening of patent applications durg that time frame.
D.I. 267 at 8:2- 20. The Cour then clarfied:

JUDGE MC KELVIE: So now what we are talking about is the
documents that were not used in cour that were produced puruant
to Judge Payne s (March 7 , 2001) order that can be identified
those three categories plus you are talkg also about deposition
trancripts where there is testimony relatig to the communcations
identified in these thee categories of documents , but which may
not have been offered into evidence at the tral?

062038. 0013/40 I S8322v.

* * *

..

(RAUS): Precisely.
I. 267 at 9:14-21.

Following the parties ' arguments in support of their respective positions, Judge McKelvie
concluded:

I thnk what I' m going to do is order Rambus to produce the
documents that we ve identified. That is, using the definition
that Judge Payne used (and) adding into the definition , deposition
transcripts where testiony was given about the subject matter
where Judge Payne made a fiding

that there was no privilege.

The impact of ordering discovery of these materials isn t
the end a fiding on

my part that

in

. the documents wil

necessarily be admissible , there won t be any privilege later. That
tral.
, that Rabus can t assert privilege later at a tral or a

jur

So I think the better approach is to go ahead and order

Rambus to produce the documents as we ve defined during the
coarse of the telephone conference call, but to limit the use that
Micron can make for the purposes of this litigation for now
and then to explore as we go forward what the impact of orderig
the documents to be produced would be , meaning that it' s a
litigation- based decision as opposed to generally opening up the
documents that Rarbus continues to assert are protected (by) the
privilege.

D.I. 267 at 24:3- 8; 24:22 to 25:1- 2; and 25:9- 17 (emphasis added). Judge McKelvie s wrtten
this

order memorializing

conclusion is dated May 16 2001 and states:

For the reasons set forth in the telephone conference on May 16
2001 , IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Rambus, Inc. shall
produce to Micron Technology,

Inc. the documents identifed

during the telephone conference.

I. 269 (emphasis added). Rarbus did not timely appeal , or otherwise seek relief from , Judge

McKelvie s May 16 2001 Order.

062038. 00613/40 158322v.

Documents Soul!ht

Pursuant to Judge McKelvie s May 16,

2001 Order ,

Micron now seeks the production of
Infineon

an additional 46 pages of documents that were subsequently produced by Rambus in the

13
case following orders entered by that court on Febru 26, 2004 (ordering the production of27

additional documents) and on April S, 2004 (ordering
documents). OJ. 637 at p.

, n. 5. The

Infineon

the production of 19

cour ordered

additional

the production of these additional

documents based on its conclusion that they are responsive to the March 7 ,

2001 Order.

Micron also seeks the production of any other documents it argues are withi the scope of Judge
Payne s March 7, 2001 Order. Specifically, Micron seeks the production of JEOEC-related
documents that post- date Rambus ' June 1996 resignation trom JEOEC , as well as documents that

concern Rabus ' efforts to amend claims in its foreign patent applications to cover JEDEC
standards.

Rambus ' Opposition
In response , Rambus does not dispute Micron s contention

that the 46 additional

documents sought by Micron fall within the description of documents discussed durg the May

, 2000 hearing before Judge McKelvie or that they are within the defition

of documents

encompassed by his Order of the same day. To the contrary, Rambus admitted durng the July

, 2005 hearng before the Cour that these documents

- referred to as the lJ asteriskedlJ

13 The February 26, 2004 Order was vacated and replaced by the Memorandum Opinion and Amended Order
Rambus Inc. v. Infneon Technologies AG 220 F.R. D 264 , 267 (E. D. Va. 2004) (" it is hereby
reponed as
ORDERED that the Februar 26 Opinon and the Order implementing it (Docket No. 536) are vacated and that the
Amended Memorandum Opinion and Amended Order issued herewith shall be fied to replace them.
14 The

Infineon

coun describes 27 of the documents as follows:

Rabus also is refuing to produce

twenty-seven documents that admittedly

fall within the reach of the March 7 Order that have never been produced
to anyone, asserted I)' because of their belated discovery. The reason given
for so doing was tht the Federal Circuit's (Janua 29 , 2003) opinon rendered
the March 7 Order a nullty and , . . . therefore , Rambus need not produce those
twenty-seven documents.
Infineon,

220 F. R.D. at 270 (emphasis added).
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) ("

documents on the privilege log before the Cour -

clearly

come with

the reach of Judge

McKelvie s May 16 , 2001 Order. Rambus explains that they have not been produced thus far
because they were belatedly discovered:

In the newly discovered backup media that Rambus discovered
there are some documents that are in fact within the scope of Judge
Payne s (March 7 , 2001) order and would have been produced in
2001 had they been discovered at that time. That's why we
asterisked them to make it clear. Those documents have not been
produced. They were

discovered after the

Infineon

case was

resolved. They have not been produced to Hynix.

D.I. 686 at 70:12- 19.
Rambus , however, opposes the production of these and any additional documents under

Judge McKelvie s May 16 2001 order by arguing that the landscape has changed since the entr

of that Order. Rambus asserts that the basis relied upon by Judge McKelvie in enterig that
Infineon

order - that being the

underpinngs. "
Circuit in

cour' s March 7, 2001

D.I. 645 at p. 16. In this regard ,

Rambus, Inc. v. Infineon Techs. A. G.

reversed the jur

verdict of fraud entered by the

Order - " has

been swept away in its

Rambus relies on the opinion by the Federal

318 F. 3d 1081 , 11 02- 05
Infineon

(Fed. Cir. 2003) that

tral cour and concluded that no

reasonable jury could find fraud on that record.

Special Master s Analvsjs

Rabus is correct that Judge McKelvie s May 16, 2001 Order was based upon the March
Infineon

7, 2001 Order in the

case , as well as the later jury verdict of fraud in that case

The basjs for the decjsjon is, I think , one , we ve got a Judge who

has already looked at this one time and made a finding that there
are suffcient facts to show that the documents should be produced.

15 At least one rour has described Judge McKelvie s May 16 , 2001 Order as an application of collatera estoppel.
In. . .
Hynix Semiconducto,.IlIc. v. Rambus Inc. No. CV-OO-20905 at 2 (N. D. Ca. Feb. 26, 2004) (Wyte, J.
Microll the cour compelled production of these same documents under a collateral estoppel theory.

062038.00613/40 15 8322v.

,'

' . ..

while there s not a perfect fit between the jury verdict
Two,
and the issues raised in this case, . . . I think I could look to the
verdict as confiI1ing that there appear to have been a factual
basis, is a suffcient factual basis to find ftaud by Rambus for the
purose of finding that they are not entitled to the protection of the
attorney/client (privilege) for these communications.

jur

I. 267 at 24:9- 21 (emphasis added).

The Special Master does not , however, conclude that Judge McKelvie s May 16 , 2001
Order is " swept away" by the Federal Circuit opinion that reverses the

Infneon

jur verdict for

several reasons. First , the record on appeal presented to the Federal Circuit required the Cour to

analyze the question of whether Rambus had a duty to disclose certain infoI1ation to JEDEC as

a question of fact rather than as a matter oflaw.

16
See

318 F. 3d at 1087 (" although Virgina has

not stated clearly whether detecting the existence of a duty to disclose is a question of
fact ,

the distrct cour considered

the issue a question of fact. ..

contests the district cour' s submission of this issue to the jur.

law or

On appeal, neither pary

Therefore

this Cour wil analyze

the existence of a duty to disclose as a question of fact. " ) (footnotes omitted). As a consequence

the Federal Circuit' s opinion reviews only a factual deteI1ination by the

Infineon

jur that a duty

existed. The Federal Circuit' s opinion stops short of concluding that Rambus did not have a duty

to disclose to JEDEC as a matter oflaw because that issue was not squarely before it.

Second, there is a distinction between the higher standard of proof required to establish

liability for fraud as compared to the lesser showing required to establish a
under the crime/fraud exception.

See, e. g. RCA Corp.

270-JJF at *2 (D. Del. , Oct. 27 , 1986) (Faran, l)

v.

Data General Corp.,

(available as

prima facie

case

Civ. A. No. 84

1986 WL 15684) (" the stadard

16 The Federal Circuit notes that " a review of the relevant laws of other states and Virgia s law on other tort duties
strongly suggests that ths issue may well be a legal question with factul underpings. For examle, accordig to
the Restatement ((Second)) of Tort whether there is a duty to the other to disclose the fact in question is always a
A numer of states treat the existence of a diclosure duty as a
matter for the detennation of the cour.
question oflaw, and the breach of tht duty as a question of fact." 318 F. 3d 1087 n. 3 (internl citations omitted).

062038. 001 3/40158322v. I

of proof required for the prima facie showing of fraud ' need not be such as to actually prove the

disputed fact, but it (only) must be such as to subject the opposing par
persuasion if the evidence as to the disputed fact is left unrebutted'

Exxon Corp.

434 F. Supp. 136 , 155 (D. Del.

Infineon

reverse the

court' s conclusion that a

to the risk of non-

Hercules Inc.

" (quoting

1977)). The Federal Circuit

did not address or

case of fraud had been established.

prima facie

Indeed , that issue was not before the Cour.

Third, the Federal Circuit did not expressly reverse the March 7, 2001 Order that formed
the basis

, in par, forjudge McKelvie s May 16 , 2001 Order. Rather, the record reflects that
cour' s March 7 , 2001 Order.

Infineon

Rambus never directly appealed the

Infineon 220 F. R.D.

at 269 (" Rambus, however, did not seek review of the March 7 Order on its direct appeal at the

end of the initial proceedings in this Cour.

). Additionally,

Rambus never timely appealed, or

sought other relief from, Judge McKelvie s May 16 , 2001 Order.

Finally, the Special Master has considered the key inquiry posed to the parties by this
Cour: whether any

differences exist between the record that was before Judge McKelvie in May

200 I and the record that

Infineon

fraud verdict.

decisions that issued in the

McKelvie s May 16 ,

was before the Federal Circuit when it reviewed and reversed

17 In briefing and arguent, the paries have focused on the numerous
Infineon , Hynix
2001 Order.

and

The paries have

differences exist between the evidentiar

17 At the July 14

record

FTC

cases subsequent to the entr of Judge

not

clarfied whether any substatial

that was before Judge McKelvie in May 2001

, 2005 hearig on Micron s motion to compel , the Cour framed the issue as follows:
(T)he JEDEC arguments that have been made to me show that there is sti a
signficant factual dispute about what it was that the Federal Circuit had as a
record before it when it made a determtion as opposed to what was the record
before Judge McKelvie when he made his rulig in May of2001 in ths case and
whether or not that factul distiction , if there is one , because there is a dispute
about that, is such as to warant a different legal conclusion and , therefore , I'm

going to need some more development ofa record about what the record is.
L 686 at 80:9- 18.

062038. 0013/40158322v.

the

...

and the

Infineon

record that was before and considered by the Federal Circuit. For example

despite arguing that this Court should adopt the Federal Circuit' s
judgment of the

opinion reversing the fraud

cour , Rambus has failed to establish that the records before the Federal

Infineon

Circuit and Judge McKelvie were so substantially similar as to warant the same conclusion. For
its par, Micron argues that this Court should susta the May 16, 2001 Order even in the face of

the Federal Circuit' s reversal in

Infineon without establishing whether there are factual

differences between the two records that should result in different legal conclusions.

In the absence of the requested clarfication , the Special Master
law of the case doctre in

sua sponte

status quo

assessing whether it is appropriate to disturb the

16, 2001 Order. Under the law of the case doctrine , any reconsideration

considers the

of the May

l9 of the May 16, 2001

Order would require new evidence:

The law of the case doctrine " limits relitigation of an issue
once it has been decided" in an earlier stage of the same litigation

Reconsideration of a previously decided issue may, however
be appropriate in certain circumstaces , including when the record
contains new evidence. This exception to the law of case doctre
makes sense because when the record contains new evidence, " the
question has not really been decided earlier and is posed for the
But this is so only if the new evidence differs
first time.
materially from the evidence of record when the issue was first
decided and if it provides less support for that decision.
Accordingly, if the evidence at the two stages of litigation is
substantially similar, " or if th.e evidence at the latter stage

provides more support for the decision made earlier, the law of
the case doctrine wil apply.
Hamilton v. Leavy,

322 F. 3d 776 , 786- 87 (3d Cir. 2003) (citations omitted). Thus, although the

subsequent factual and non- binding legal developments recited in the

Infineon, FTC

and

Hynix

18 The " new evidence " addressed by Micron in its recent briefmg relates to the spoliation documents and not to
JEDEC-related issues. The pares agree

that these are completely separate categories of documents

havig no

overlap. D. I. 686 at 64:8- 18.
19 In opposing Micron s motion to compel , Rambus has not expressly moved for reconsideration of the May 16,
2001 Order.
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cases might lead the Special Master to a different detennnation than that contained in the May
, 2001 Order,zo the Special Master concludes
evidence addressing the differences ,

if any,

that the paries

have not provided suffcient

between the respective records that were before

Judge McKelvie and the Federal Circuit so as to permit appropriate reconsideration of the May
2001 Order.

Having stated the above , the Special Master concludes that Judge McKelvie s May 16,

2001 Order remains the law of the case and that Rambus must produce the 46 JEOEC-related

documents that Rambus admits are within the scope of the Order and that , but for a lapse in
diligence by Rambus durng its 1991

production ,

could and should have been produced in 1991.

Having concluded that Judge McKelvie s May 16 , 2001 Order remains the law of the

case, the question then becomes whether JEOEC-related documents (i) for the period after June

1996 and (ii) with respect to foreign patent applications are encompassed by that Order. The
Special Master concludes that they are not.

To the contrary, the Order expressly provides that

Rambus , Inc. shall produce to Micron Technology, Inc. the documents identied

(May 16, 2001)

telephone conference. "

during the

OJ. 269 (emphasis added). The transcript of the

referenced May 16 , 2001 teleconference makes clear that the documents ordered produced were

within the time period of December 1991

through June 1996. D.I. 267 at 8:2- 20. Furher,

the

transcript makes clear that there was no discussion of communications or documents related

to

foreign patent applications. D. I. 267. In reaching this conclusion , the Special Master is mindful

that the March 7 , 2001 Order of the

Infineon

cour also does not order production of either of

those categories of documents.

20 The Speial Master

scope of the May 16

s crie/fraud analysis

2001 Order is discussed
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addressing categories of

infra

at pages 24 to 39.

JEDEC-reJated documents not with the

Finally, the Special Master addresses what may be interpreted as an attempt by Micron to
broaden the reach of Judge McKelvie s May 16 , 2001 Order based on subsequent orders and

cour with respect to its own March 7 , 2001 Order. In this regard , the

lnfineon

rulings of the

Special Master is mindful of Ram bus ' arguments that Judge McKelvie s May 16 2001 Order was

not solely the product of an independent determination but , rather, relied in large par upon
Infineon

factual detennnations reached by the

no reasonable jur "

Rambus '

cour, and that the Federal Circuit concluded that

could fmd fraud on that record. The Special Master is also mindful tht

decision not to appeal , or seek other relief from

, the May 16 ,

2001 Order was

necessarily based , at least in par , upon Rambus ' understading of the universe of documents
reasonably encompassed by the Order at

the time it issued. The Special Master, therefore,

concludes that equitable considerations weigh against broadening the unverse of documents

encompassed by Judge McKelvie s May 16 2001 Order after that date by, for example , adopting
any rationale of the

Infineon

court that may have broadened the reach of the underlyig

March 7

2001 Order.

In sunar, the Special Master concludes that, pursuant to Judge McKelvie s May 16
2001 Order, Rambus must produce to Micron only the 46 JEDEC-related documents referred to
as the " asterisked" documents. The Special Master also concludes that Micron s

request for the

production of any additional documents under Judge McKelvie s May 16, 2001 Order should be
denied.

II.

Established a Dutv to Disclose Necessary to ComDel
Production Under the Crime/Fraud ExceDtion
Conclusion: Micron Has Not

The Special Master next addresses Micron s

arguent that Rambus should be ordered to

produce its privileged post-June 1996 and foreign patent application documents pursuat to the

crime/frud exception. As

062038. 00613/40158322v.

discussed

supra the Special Master has concluded that the Cour'

. . .

May 16, 200 I Order does not encompass these categories of documents. Additionally, because
Infineon

the May 16 Order gives collateral estoppel effect to the

cour' s March 7, 200 I Order and

tTaudverdict , the May 16 Order is not accompanied by an opinion or any analysis of whether
prima facie

Micron met the showing necessary to establish a

undertes

this analysis

as

case. The Special Master therefore

a predicate to detenninig Micron s demand for production

of

JEDEC-related documents created after June 1996 and documents addressed to foreign patent

applications.

The Special Master begins with a discussion of the governg law.

Governinl! Law
The Special Master wil

analyze whether

Micron has made the showing required to pierce

Rambus ' attorney-client and work product privileges in accordance with principles of federal
common law, since the patent enforceabilty and infrngement clais that fonn the basis of the

underlying litigation arise under the patent laws of the United States, and the litigation is
governed by the procedural , evidentiary and local rules, and the rules of decision that govern

litigation in this federal Court.

Fed. R. Evid. SOl;

Wilemijn Houdstermaatschaapij BV

Appol/o Computer Inc. 707 F. Supp. 1429 , 1444 (D. Del.

1989) (" federal

common law principles

detennine the availabilty of the attorney-client privilege in patent infrngement actions
See also, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc.,

No. CV- 00- 20905 at 7 (N. D.

Ca. Feb. 26,

2004) (Wyte, 1.) (" as federal law provides the rule of decision , application of the attorney-client

privilege here is governed by federal common law.
Specifically, the Special Master wil apply
Circuit.

In re Regents of University of California
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federal common law

as

construed by this

101 F. 3d 1386, 1390, n. 2 (Fed. Cir. 1996)

For procedural matters that are not unique to patent issues, we apply the perceived law of the
regional circuit,,
The Crime/Fraud Exception Doctrine

The purposes underlying the crime/fraud

exception to

United States

analyzed by the United States Supreme Court in

v.

attorney-client privilege were

Zolin:

The attorney-client privilege is not without its costs. " (S)ince the
privilege has the effect of withholding relevant inonnation from
the fact finder,
purpose. II

it applies only where necessary to

achieve its

The attorney-client privilege must necessarly protect

the confidences of wrongdoers , but the reason for that protection

the centrality of open client and attorney communication to the

proper fuctioning of our adversar system of justice - " ceas(es) to
operate at a certain point, namely, where the desired advice refers
II It is the
not to prior wrongdoing, but to

future wrongdoing.

attorney-client
privilege to assure that the " secret of secrecy, " between lawyer
and client does not extend to communications " made for the
purpose of the crime- fraud exception to the

purpose of getting advice for the commission

of a fraud" or

crime.
491 U. S. at 562- 63 (1989) (emphasis added) (citations omitted) (footnotes omitted).

Succinctly stated , attorney- client privilege " does not extend to communcations ftom the
lawyer

to the client made by the

lawyer

for the purpose of giving advice for the commssion of

a

fraud or crime. The seal (of secrecy) is broken when the lawyer s communcation is meant to
faciltate future

wrongdoing by the client."

Haines

975 F. 2d at 90 (emphasis in original).

However, n (w)here the client commits a ftaud or crime for reasons completely independent

of

legitimate advice communicated by the lawyer, the seal is not broken, for the advice is , as the
logicians explain,

non causa pro causa. " Jd.

21 In contrast , Federal Circuit law applies when deciding when a parcular or other materials are discoverable in a
In re Spalding Sports Worldwide. Inc. 203 F. 3d 800, 803
patent case if that issue implicates substantive patent law.
(Fed. Cir. 200).
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The Third Circuit has also held that,

attorney-client and work product

although the

privileges are separate and distinct , there is an overlap between the two privileges for the

purposes of a crime/fraud analysis because infonnation shared between the client and lawyer

may merge into the work product.

Under

these circumtances ,

the rationale supporting the

crime/fraud exception to both privileges " is virtually identical." Accordingly, the Thrd Circuit

instrcts that cours should apply the same principles to detenninations of whether the
crime/fraud exception applies to defeat both the attorney-client and work product privileges:

(W)e have held that the work product privilege is a qualified one
that can be overcome by a showing of good cause. We have no
doubt that the crime- frud

exception comes withn " good cause "

deny applicabilty of the work product

to

doctrne. In reaching ths

conclusion, we find most helpful the principles followed by
courts in determining whether the exception applies to defeat
the attorney- client privilege. For in a case such as this , where the

two privileges

substatially overlap, there appears to be

compellng reasons for employing different standards.
In re Grand Jury Proceedings

604 F.2d 798 , 802- 803

(3d Cir. 1979) (citation omitted)

(emphasis added).
Prima Facie

The Showinl! ReQuired to Establish a

Case

In this Distrct , a pary seeking discovery of otherwise privileged conuunications or
documents based upon the crime/fraud exception to either the attorney-client or work product
privileges must show: (1) " a prima facie case of fraud, " and (2) that the communcations at issue

were made in furterance of
(D. Dei.

the fraud.

Hercules Inc. v. Exxon Corp.,

434 F. Supp. 136 ,

155

1977).

First Prone -

In order to

exists to establish the elements of a case

(1)
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meet the first prong, Micron must show that a reasonable basis

offraud:

A misrepresentation of a material fact;

(2)

An

intent

to deceive or a

state of mind so reckless

regarding consequences as to be the

equivalent of intent

(scienter);
(3)

A justifiable reliance on the misrepresentation; and

(4)

An injur to the deceived par resulting from the reliance.

RCA Corp. v. Data General Corp. Civ. A. No. 84- 270- JJF at *2 (D. Del., Oct. 27 , 1986) (Farnan,

1.) (available as 1986 WL 15684) (emphasis in original).
Second ProDi - The second prong which Micron must meet to

establish a

prima facie

case requires a showing that the privileged communication and fraud are connected, specifically

that the communication is intended to obtain or advice from the lawyer in
fraud.

Pines Consolidated Corp.,

Finley Associates. Inc. v. Sea

714 F. Supp. 110 , 117 (D.

Del. 1989) (" (A) par contending a communcation falls within the crime or frud

believe the attorney-

exception

showing that a reasonable basis exists to

prima facie

the privilege must make a preliminar

of the

furtherance

client communcation was in furtherance of a crime or fraud.

) (citation

omitted).

Persuasion Rather than Proof - This Cour has held that it is not necessary for the pary
seeking to invoke the production of privileged communications under the crime/frud
to actually prove the disputed facts that establish each prong ofthe

prima faCie

exception

case. Rather, this

Cour has adopted the following stadad of proof:

The standard of proof required for the prima facie showing of
frud" . . . need not be such as to actually prove the disputed
fact , but it must be such as to subject the opposing part to the
risk of non- persuasion if the evidence as to the disputed fact is
left unrebutted.
RCA,

1986 WL 15684 at *2 (emphasis added) (quoting

Rh!ht of Rebuttal

- Contrar to Micron

Hercules 434 F. Supp. at 155).

s arguents that Rambus is not , or should not

be, pennitted to rebut Micron s evidence, the law in this Circuit provides:
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in camera it would be sufficient for the distrct cour . in its
discretion, to consider only the presentation make by the pary
challenging the privilege. The cour may decide on this admission
alone whether a factual basis is present to support a good faith

For

belief by a reasonable

person that the

materials may reveal

evidence of a crime or fraud.

Deciding whether the crime- fraud exception applies is
another matter. . ..

The importance of the privilege,- as we have

discussed , as well as fudaental concepts of due process require

that the pary defending the privilege be given the opportty
be heard , by evidence and arguent, at the hearng seekig

exception to the privilege. We are concerned that the privilege be
given adequate protection. and this can be assured only when the
distrct cour undertakes a thorough consideration of the issue . with
See Matter
the assistance of counel on both sides of the dispute.
th Cir. 1988)) (after prima facie
of Feldberg,
(862 F.2d 622 , 626 (7
showing that exception applies, party asserting privilege
should have opportnity to

rebut; " Ii)f the court finds

the

explanation satisfactory, the privilege remains. "
We therefore must agree with petitioners ' contention that
where a fact finder undertakes to weigh evidence in a proceeding
seeking an exception to the privilege . the party invoking the

privilege has the absolute right to be heard by testimony and
argument.
Haines,

97 F. 2d at 96-97 (emphasis added).

Special Master s Crime/Fraud Analvsis

Applying these principles. the Special Master examines whether Micron has met its
burden to

establish a

prima facie

showing that production of additional Rambus documents

should be compelled under the crime/fraud exception. For the following reasons.

the Special

Master concludes that Micron has failed to make the required showing.

Elements of Fraud
The lynchpin of Micron s fraud argument as it pertins to the JEDEC-related documents

is that. in violation of JEDEC policy and a duty owed to the members of JEDEC. Rambus
committed fraud by not disclosing to JEDEC and its members certn of Rambus ' pending and/or

062038.00613/40158322v.

planed patent applications related to SDRA and DDR- SDRA while JEDEC was adoptig
standards for that technology. Under the priciples set forth in the

Restatement (Second) oj

Conflicts of Law the Special Master applies the " most signficant relationship "

test and

concludes that the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia applies, because Virgina has the most

signficant relationship to JEDEC and the paricipation of its members in JEDEC meetings.

Under Virginia Law, the elements of fTaud

are (1) a false representation, (2) of material

fact , (3) made intentionally and knowingly, (4) with intent to mislead, (5) reliance by the

Van Duesen v. Snead

misled and (6) damages resulting fTom that reliance.
E. 2d 207

accord lIT Hartford Group,

209 (1994);

193 520 S. E.

par

247 Va. 324, 441

Inc. v. Virginia Fin. Assocs. , Inc.

258 Va.

2d 355, 361 (1999).

Virginia also recognzes fraud by omission, sometimes called fraud by " concealent."
Unlike fraud based on affrmative misrepresentation ,

fraud by concealment requires a showing of

intent to conceal a material fact. Reckless nondisclosure is not actionable.
255 Va. 235

Norris v. Mitchell

495 S. E. 2d 809 , 812 (1998) (" Therefore. we have required either an aIlegation or

evidence of a knowing and a deliberate decision not to disclose a material fact. "
Importtly, under

of a duty to

disclose.

Virginia law , silence does not constitute concelment in the absence

Norris v. Mitchell,

495 S. E.

2d at 812- 13;

accord Bank of Montreal v.

Signet Bank 193 F. 3d 818, 827 (4 th Cir. 1999).
Dutv

to Disclose

Because silence does not constitute fTaudulent

concealment in the absence of a duty to

disclose under Virgina law , the foundation for any fraud arguent is whether Rambus had a
duty to disclose. Therefore , as a starg

point for anlysis, the Special

Master considers whether

Rambus had a legalIy enforceable duty to disclose information about any pending or planed
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patent applications to JEDEC and its members.

22 The

Special Master concludes that, in the

absence of a legally enforceable duty, it is not possible to conduct a crime/frud

analysis because

there is no basis to evaluate whether any alleged failure to disclose by Rambus can arse to the

level of a misreprese tation of material fact. Simply stated , if there is no duty there can be no
fraud.

In this regard , the Special Master is mindful of the Federal Circuit' s opinion in its review
lnfineon

and reversal of the

fraud judgment, 23 Although the Federal Circuit was required to

jur correctly detennined that Rambus had a duty to

lnfineon

consider on review whether the

disclose as a matter of fact because neither pary

had contested the distrct court' s

submission of

this issue to the jury, the Federal Circuit nonetheless strongly suggested that the question of duty
should be analyzed as a matter of law:

While this court reviews this as a factual question, a review of the
relevant law of other states and Virginia s law on other tort duties
strongly suggests that this issue may well be a legal question with
factual underpinnngs. For example, according the Restatement
whether there is a duty to the other to disclose the fact in question
is always a matter for the detennination of the cour. " Restatement
551 (comment) m (1976 Main Vol.).
(Second) of Torts
Virginia,
like
most states considers contract
Moreover
construction a legal question for the cour Craig v. Dye 259 Va.
533, 526 S. E. 2d 9 , 11 (2000), and the asserted duty in this case
arses from a wrtten

contract. A number

of

states treat the

existence of a disclosure duty as a question of law, and the breach
of that duty as a question of fact. . . Finally, Virginia treats many
Special Master afforded the panes an opportty to respond to this issue , by argument (durg the
2005 teleconference with the Special Master) and written submission. (D.I. 697 and lettr nom F.
CottelI, Esquie , dated October 5 , 2005).
22 The

September 23 ,

23 Subsequent to this Cour s

Rambus Inc. v. Infineon
case, the ALJ also issued an opinon in the form of an
Docket No. 9302, Intial Decision (FC Fed. 23, 2004). These opinons
In Re Rambus Inc.,
Initial Decision.
contain , respectively, a review and an intial decision addressing many of the same issues raised by Micron s intat
motion to compel, and both opinions are based upon volumous and well-dveloped evidenti records. Both
opinons have also been raised by the partes in briefmg on the instant motion and in additiona submissions to the
Special Master. The Special Master does not give collateral estoppel effect to either opinon. Rather, the Special
Master conducts an independent analysis of whether Rambus owed a duty in the fITt instace.
Technologies AG 318 F. 3d
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May 16, 200 I Order, the Federal Circuit issued its opinon in

1081 (Fed. Cir. 2003). In the

FTC

);

Burns v. Johnson 250 Va. 41, 458
E. 2d 448, 451 (1995) (li The question whether a duty of care
Acme
exists in a negligence action is a pure question of law.
Markets, Inc. v. Remschel 181 Va. 171 , 24 S. E. 2d 430 , 434
(1943).
tort duties as questions oflaw.

318 F. 3d 1087, n. 3 (internal citations omitted).

Accordingly, the Special Master examines whether Rabus had a legally enforceable

duty to disclose certain infonnation. By its Amended Complaint and briefing, Micron alleges
that Rambus ' duty to disclose arose from JEDEC

polici

and/or the relationship that existed

between Rabus and the other members of JEDEC.

With respect to JEDEC policy, both the Federal Circuit and FTC reviewed extensive
evidentiar records

detailing JEDEC policy and manuals. 25 The Federal Circuit Opinion recites

that JEDEC' s general counsel considered JEDEC' s

manuals. 318 F. 3d at 1096 (" John

patent disclosure to be contained in thee

Kelly, EIA's general counsel since 1990 and the person

responsible for implementing the EWJEDEC patent policy, testified that three manuals , namely,

, and JEP 21-

, EP-

EP-

, contain the patent disclosure policy.

). The Special Master

seriatim.

begins by considering these policy statements

EP- F and EP
EP- F" is an October 1981 EIA manual that outlines tbe following procedure for using

patented items in the standard setting process:

8.3 Reference to Patented Product in EIA Standards
24 Durg Rabus ' membership in JEDEC, JEDEC was a standard-setting body that operated under the auspices of
the Electronic Industres Association (" EIA"). The ElA is cUlently known as the Electronic Industres Allance.

case details the All' s examtion of each and every JEDEC manual and policy,
FTC
and the All' s conclusion that none " imose an obligation to disclose intellectul propert. Sir In re Rambus. Inc.
25 The Intial Decision in the

Docket No. 9302, Intil Decision at

pp. 83- 117 (ITC Feb. 23, 2004).

26 The complete text of JEDEC policy provisions cited herein is reported in

Decision pp. 83- 87
AG,

(FTC Feb. 23, 2004). Relevant portons are also recited in

318 F. 3d 1081 ,

1096-99 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
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In re Rambus. Inc. Docket 9302 , Intil
Rambus Inc. v. Infineon Technologies

...

Requirements in EIA Standards which call for the use of patented
items should be avoided. No program of standardization shall
refer to a product on which there is a known patent uness all the

known to the
Fonnulating commttee, subcommttee or working group. The

techncal infonnation

covered by the patent is

Committee Chainan must also receive a written expression from
the patent holder that he is wiling to license applicants under
reasonable tenns and conditions that are demonstrably free of any
unfair discriminations. Additionally, when a known patented item
is referred to in an EIA Standard, A Caution Notice, as outlined in
the Style Manual , EP- , shall appear in the EIA Stadard.
EP- A" is taen from the 1990 EIA manual and similarly provides:

Patented Items or Processes

Avoid requirements in EIA standards that call for the exclusive use
of a patented item or process. No program (of) standardization
shall refer to a patented item or process unless all of the techncal
infonnation covered by the patent is known to the fonnulating

workig group, and the committee chainnan has
received a wrtten expression frm the patent holder that one of the
committee or

following conditions prevails:
(1)

license shall be made available without charge to
applicants desiring to utilize the patent for the purose of
implementing the standard, or

(2)

license shall be made available to applicants under
reasonable tenns and conditions that are demonstrably free
of any unair discrimination.

An appropriate

footnote shall be included in the

standard

identi fying the patented item and. describing the conditions under
which the patent holder wil grant a license (see 6. 2).

Both the EP- F manual and the EP- A manual were in effect when Rambus joined JEDEC.
Both require that no stadard refer to a product on which there is a known patent unless all of the
techncal infonnation covered by the patent is known to the committee or working group, and
that licenses shall be made available on certain tenns. The Special Master concludes, however
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that neither of these manuals reference or create an obligation on the par of an EIA or JEDEC
member to disclose pending patents or patent applications??
JEP 21- H and JEP 21

Before addressing JEP 21- , the Special Master

tus

to u JEP

21-H" which was in effect

when Rambus began attending JEDEC meetings in late 1991 and joined JEDEC in 1992. JEP
21- H is the JEDEC Manual of Organzation and Procedure (21- H) dated July 1988. It contains
the following legend: " Electronic

Industres Association. Engineering Deparent."

Appendix D to JEP 21-H is a non- liability disclaimer incorporated into JEDEC stadards.
This disclaimer states:

JEDEC standards are adopted without regard to whether or not
their adoption may involve patents on aricles , materials or
processes. By such action JEDEC does not assume any liabilty to
any patent owner, nor does it assume any obligation whatever to
paries adopting the Standards.

JEP 21-H also states that " (a)ll meetings of the JEDEC SoHd State Products Engineering Counsel

and its associated CoITttees , Subcommttees

, Task Groups and other

units

shall be conducted

within the cuuent edition of the EIA Legal Guides adopted by the EIA Board of Governors and
incorporated hereby by reference. "
any obligation on the par

The Special Master concludes

that JEP 21- H does not create

of JEDEC members to disclose patents , patent applications , or the

intent to fie patent applications.
JEP 21- " JEDEC Manual of Organization and Procedure (21- 1) dated October 1993,

also contains the legend: " Electronic Industres Association. Engineerig Deparent."

displays the trademarks of both JEDEC and the EIA. JEP 21- 1 states, in relevant par:

27 It is undisputed that Rambus advised the Commttee of the issuace ofits U. S. Patent No. 5, 243,703, a diviional
patent of its ' 898 application , in September 2003. What Micron asserts is that Rambus had a duty to diclose

pendig and/or planned patent applications.
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(A)ll meetings of the

JEDEC Solid State Products

Engineering

Council and its associated committees, subcommittees, task groups
and other units shall be conducted within the curent edition of

ErA legal guides adopted by the ErA Board

of Governors and

incorporated herein by reference.
JEP 21- , Section 9.

Section 9. 3

of JEP 21- 1

discusses the use of patented products in ErA

follows:

ErA and JEDEC standards and nonproduct registrtions (e.
package outline drawings) that require the use of patented items

Whle there is no restrction
against drafting a proposed standard in terms that include the use
of patented item (FN 1) if technical reaons justify the inclusion
commttees should ensure that no program of standardization shall
refer to a product on which there is a known patent unless all the
relevant technical information covered by the patent is known to
the formulating committee(, ) subcommittee , or working group. If
should be considered with great care.

the committee determined that the standard
patented items ,

then the committee

requires the use of

chairerson must receive a

wrtten assurance
patents that a

from the organization holding rights to such
license wil be made available without compensation

implement the standard , or wrtten
assurance that a license wil be made available to all applicants
under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free
of any unfair discrination. Additionally, when a known
to applicants desiring to

patented item is referred to in

an EWJEDEC stadad,

cautionary note as outlined in this document , shall appear in the
ElAJEDEC standard (see 9.3. 1.).
All correspondence between the patent holder and the fommlating
committee , subcommttee , or working group, including a copy of
the written assurance from the patent holder discussed above , shall
be transmitted to the ErA Engineerig Deparent and the ErA
General Counsel at the earliest possible time and, in any case
before the standard is otherwise ready for

subcommittee or

, 3.
committee ballot circulation. (See the Style Manual , EPfor the required language in an ErA Standard that cites a product
with a known patent.)

(FN I): For the puroses of this policy, the word " patented" also
includes items and processes for which a patent has been applied
and may be pending.
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Standards

JEP 21- , Section 9.3 (emphasis added). The Special Master concludes that , notwithstanding the

footnote ,

ths section does not

Rather the purose of ths

impose an obligation to disclose pending or planed patents.

section is to describe the requirements for incorporating

known

patented products into EWJEDEC standards.
Finally, the Special Master turns to Section 9. 1 ofJEP 21- 1 which states:
9.3.

Committee Responsibilty

Concerning Intellectual Property

The Chairperson of any JEDEC committee, subcommttee ,

or

working group must caU to the attention of all those present the
requirements contained in the EIA Legal Guides , and call attention

to the obligation of ail partcipants to inform the meeting of
any knowledge they may have of any patents, or pending

patents, that might be involved in the work they are
undertaking. Appendix E (Legal Guidelines Summary)

provides copies of viewgraphs that should be used
beginning of the meeting

at the

to satisfy this requirement.

Additionally, all paricipants must be asked to read the statement
on the back of each E1A Sign- in! Attendance Roster.
JEP 21 1, Section 9.

1. The Special Master concludes that this provision imposes an obligation

upon the Committee chairerson , which obligation should be satisfied by showing JEDEC

members view graphs containing Appendix E. The test of Appendix E provides as follows:
EIAIJEDEC PATENT POLICY SUMMARY

Standards that call for use of a patented item or process may not
be considered by a JEDEC committee uness all of the relevant
techncal infonnation covered by the patent or pending patent is

known to the commttee, subcommttee, or workig group. In
addition , the committee Chairperson must have received written
notice from the patent holder or applicant that one of the following
conditions prevails:

* A license shall be made available without charge to applicants
desirig to utilize the patent for the purose of implementing the
stadards(s),
* A license shall be made available to appHcants under reasonable
tenns and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair
discrimination.

062038. 00613/40158322v.

* * *

In either case

, the terms and conditions of the license must be

submitted to the EIA General Counsel for review.

An appropriate

footnote shall be included in the stadard

identifyig the patented item and describing the conditions
which the patent holder wil

grnt a

under

license.

JEP- 2l- I, Appendix E. The Special Master also concludes that read together, the provisions of

1 also fail to create a legally enforceable duty that JEDEC members disclose pending or

planed patents to JEDEC and its members. Rather, the Special Master concludes that 9.3.1
describes the procedure to be followed when a patented item is to be used in a standard.
The Federal Circuit' s discussion of these policies in

Infineon

is compelling:

The language of these policy statements actully does not impose
any direct duty on members. Whle the policy languge advises

JEDEC as a whole to avoid standards " calling for the use of' a
patent and the manual obligates the chairperson to remind
members to inform the meeting of any patents or applications
relevant to the work of the committee , this court finds no language
- in the membership application or manual excerpts - expressly
requiring members to disclose information.

In this case there is a staggering lack

of defining details in the

EWJEDEC patent policy. When direct competitors paricipate in
an open standards committee, their work necessitates a wrtten
patent policy with clear guidance on the committee s intellectual
propert position. A policy that does not derme clearly what,
when , how, and to whom the members must disclose does not
provide a firm basis for the disclosure duty necessary for a
fraud verdict. Without a clear policy,

members form vaguely

defined expectations as to what they believe the policy requires 

whether the policy in fact so requires or not. (FN JEDEC could
have drafted a patent policy with a broader disclosure duty. It

could have drafted

a

policy broad enough

to capture a

member s failed attempts to mine a disclosed specifcation for
broader undisclosed claims. It could have. It simply did not.
(FN) Just as a lack of compliance with a well- defined patent policy

would chil paricipation in open standard-setting bodies, after- the
fact morphing of a vague , loosely defied policy would chill
paricipation in open stadard-setting bodies.

062038.00613/40158322v.

.......---

318 F. 3d

at 1098, 1102 (emphasis added).

Based on the Special Master s independent review of JEDEC poHcy, the Special Master

concludes that it did not create a legally enforceable duty that required Rambus to disclose its
pending and/or planed patent applications to JEDEC or its members. The Special Master
furter concludes that

, in the absence of such a duty, any omission or failure by Rambus to

disclose this infol1ation canot as a matter

of law

constitute fraudulent concealment under

Virgina law.

As a final

point , the Special Master

considers Micron s

assertions that a

legally

enforceable duty to disclose arose from the expectations attendant upon the relationship between

JEDEC members. The Special Master concludes that this theory of " implied contract" is
See, e.

inapplicable in the face of written JEDEC policy.

, The Chase Manhattan Bank v.

294 F. Supp. 634 , 636 (D. Del. 2003) (holding " no implied- in- fact contract

Iridium Africa Corp.,

can be found when. . . the paries have an express agreement dealing with the same subject. . .
(T)o be valid, the implied contract must be ' entirely unelated to the express contrct'
lIT Fed. Support

Serv., Inc. v. United States 531 F. 2d 522,

Penn Central Transportation Co.,

528 (Ct. Cl. 1996)).

831 F. 2d 1221 , 1229 (3d Cir. 1987) ("no

(quoting

See also, In re
implied- in- fact

contract can be found when , as here , the parties have an express agreement dealing with the same

subject." ). JEDEC policy expressly provides that (a)ll meetings of the JEDEC . . . and its

associated commttees , subcommittees, task groups and other units shall be conducted with the

curent edition of EIA legal guides adopted by the EIA Board of Governors and incorporated
herein by reference. " JEP 21-

062038. 006 I 3/40 \58322v.

, Section 9. 1.

Thus , the Special

Master concludes that the

vagares of an implied policy will not be substituted for the provisions of an express policy, even

one that fails to ariculate an enforceable standard.

In summary, the Special Master concludes that Micron did not make prima facie
showing of fraud in the absence of a showing that Rabus had a duty to disclose the infonnation
that Micron alleges Rambus frudulently

concealed. As a

result, the Special Master recommends

that Micron s motion to compel the production of documents under the crime/fraud exception be
denied.

III.

Conclusion: Rambus Has Waived Its Privileee Only as to Certain 1991 to June
1996 JEDEC- Related Documents
The Special Master now turns to Micron s alternative argument, that Rabus

should be

compelled to produce privileged JEDEC-related documents under the theory that Rambus has
waived any applicable privilege. The

Special Master concludes that Rabus has waived its

privHege only with respect to certain 1991- June 1996 JEDEC-related documents.
The Governine Law

For the same reasons discussed in the analysis of the crime/fraud exception herein supra
at pages 25-

, the Special Master

wil analyze whether Rambus has waived any asserted

privilege with respect to these additional categories of documents in accordance with principles
of federal common law , as constred in this Circuit.

28 Micron argues tht,

in the

Infineon

case, the Federal Circuit did fid

a duty of disclosure. The Special Master's

reading of that opinon does not support Micron s arguent. To the contrar, the Federal Circuit was forced to
analyze the existence of a duty to disclose as a question of fact because " neither
contest(ed) the ditrct cour
submission of this issue to the jur. " 318 F. 3d at 1087. The Federal Circuit actually stated tht " (t)he languge of
these (JEDECJ policy statements actully does not impose any direct duty on members, 318 F. 3d at 1098
(emphasis added). The Federal Circuit then went on to review the jury's factual fmdings that a duty existed and had
been breached by Rambus with the caveats tht it was " treat(ing policy) languge as imsing a disclosure duty and

par

Assumig such a duty. . . .

062038.00613/40158322v.

Id.

318 F. 3d at 1098.

Doctrine of Waiver
The waiver doctrine provides that disclosure to third paries is an absolute waiver of the

attorney-client privilege unless the disclosure serves the purose of enabling clients to obtain
informed legal advice. As noted by the Third Circuit:

The (attorney-client)

privilege "

protects only those disclosures

necessary to obtain informed legal advice - which might not have
Accordingly, voluntay
been made absent the privilege.
third
part
disclosure to
purortedly privileged
communcations has long been considered inconsistent with an

of

asserton of

the privilege. As one commentator cogently

explained: If clients themselves divulge such information to third
paries, chances are that they would also have divulged it to their
attorneys , even without the protection of the privilege. Thus , once
a party has revealed privileged information to a third pary, the

privilege no longer applies
Consequently, it is well-settled that when a client voluntarily
basic justification for the

discloses privileged communications

to a third part, the

privilege is waived.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

951 F. 2d 1414, 1423- 24

v. Republic of the Philppines,

1991) (quoting Fisher v. United States

(3d Cir.

425 U. S. 391 , 403, 96 S. Ct. 1569, 1577 (1976)) (internal

citations and footnotes omitted) (emphasis added).

The Disclosures At Issue

With respect to the JEDEC-related
Micron priarly

documents , there are two disclosures upon which

relies in arguing that Rambus has waived any asserted

disclosures occurred subsequent to the entr of (a) the March 7,

2001 Order of the

privilege. Both

Infineon

cour

that compelled Rambus to produce the 1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related privileged documents

and testimony with respect to those documents; and (b) the May 16 , 2001 Order of this Cour

that granted Micron s motion to compel the same production. The Special Master briefly

summarizes the two disclosures - referenced as the
which was compelled by court order.

062038. 00613/40158322v.

Hynix

and

FTC

disclosures - neither of

, "

Disclosure to Hvnix - Hynix fied suit in the United States Distrct Cour

for the Northern Distrct of Californa one day after Micron filed the instat action. Afer filing
suit , Hynix filed a motion to intervene in the
Infineon

sought an order from the

Infineon

case. By this intervention motion , Hynx

cour to compel Rarbus to produce to Hynix the same 1991 to
Injneon

1996 JEDEC-related documents and testimony that the

court had ordered Rambus to

produce to Inneon under its March 7, 1991 Order.
Rather than opposing (Hynix s

interventionJ motion , Rambus

agreed to a limted

disclosure of these documents to Hynix in exchange for (Hynix' s) withdrawal of its intervention

Prior to production, counsel for Rabus and counsel for Hynix executed a

Infineon.

motion in

letter on June 22 , 2001 stating the conditions under which documents would be produced.
Hynix Semiconductor Inc.

v. Rambus Inc. No. CV- 00- 20905 ,

Motion for Protective Order at pp. 4- 5

(N. D.

Order Denying Defendant'

Ca. Feb. 26 , 2004).

Following the Federal Circuit' s decision reversing the fraud verdict in the

Infineon

case,

Rambus sought a protective order to reinstate the privilege over the documents it had previously

produced to Hynx pursuant to the June 22 , 2001 letter agreement. In considering Rambus
motion , the

Hynix

court examined the circumstaces of Rambus ' production to Hynx , as well as

Rambus ' production of the same group of documents to the FIC:
Here , Rambus has chosen to disclose documents to both Hynix and
the FTC. It is unclear that any precautions were taken in the FTC
proceedings to maintain any claims of privilege over the 1991

1996 documents , and as discusse above , the only precaution taken

in this litigation was execution of the June 22 waiver letter that is
at best, ambiguous regarding reservation of rights. Such
agreements , however do not alter the fact that the confidentiality
has been breached voluntarly. " Thus, even accepting Rambus
arguent that the June 22 letter reserves its rights to reclaim
privilege , voluntar disclosur in this case and FIC proceedings
necessitates the conclusion that confidentiality as to the 1991- 1996
documents has been waived.

062038. 006
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* *, *"

More telling, however, is Rambus ' failure to dispute the
documents in the FTC proceedings.
Even assuming the June 22 letter adequately preserved Rambus
privilege rights , its failure subsequently to seek protection over
these same documents in the FTC proceedings waives these rights.
In three separate proceedings before the ALJ cour, all of them
production of the 1991- 1996

opinon
2003, the AU cour made clear that the privilege
Infineon

decided after the Federal Circuit handed down its

on Januar 29 ,

covering the 1991- 1996

documents had been waived. Rambus

all occasions disputed the subject

matter waiver of post- 1996

documents, but at no point disputed the cour' s finclng of waiver of
privilege regarding the 1991- 1996 documents. Furer , Rambus
has never requested that the subject records introduced into
evidence be sealed from public view.
Hynix, id. at pp. 9- 10. Thus , the

Hynix

court concluded that Rambus ' productions to both Hyn

and the FTC were voluntar and that those voluntary productions waived any privilege with
respect to the subject documents.

Disclosure to the FTC -

Rambus '

context of the briefing on FTC Complaint Counsel's
the ALJ, in the responsive brief filed by Rabus

disclosure to the FTC arose in the

motion to compel discovery.

As noted by

Rambus narows the issues to be resolved by

conceding that Complaint Counsel is entitled to receive the (1991 to June 1996 JEDECrelated) materials and to conduct discovery

Micron

and

Hynix

matters.

Complaint Counsel's

In re Rambus Inc.,

Motion to

Infneon

consistent with what occured in the

Docket No. 9302, Order on Reconsideration of

Compel Discovery Relating to Subject Matters for which

Respondent Asserts Privilege at p. 2 (FTC May 13, 2003) (emphasis added).

The AU went on to conclude that Rambus ' earlier production to Hynx, pursuat to the
June 22 , 2001 letter agreement , also constituted a waiver of these materials:

While the Cour appreciates

the juclcial

economy that resulted

from (Rambus ) decision to produce materials and persons for
discovery in

Hynix,

its decision to produce the materials

(even

subject to a confdentiality agreement with counsel for Hynx) stil
062038. 00613/40 I 58322v.

);

);

remais a voluntar production. Any disclosure to an adversary
absent direct judicial compulsion is a voluntary disclosure.
103
Chubb Integrated Sys. Ltd. V. Nat l Bank of Washington,
R.D. 52 , 63 n. 2 , 67 (D. C. 1984) (" (v)oluntary disclosure
means the documents were not judicially compelled " see also
In re Chrysler Motors Corp. Overnight Evaluation Program
th Cir. 1988) (fmding that once
860 F. 2d 844 , 846- 47 (8
Litigation,

privileged materials are turned over to an adversary, the
confidential nature of the materials and the privilege as to
third parties is waived even if the initial disclosure was subject
to a confidentiality agreement). Distinctions between varous
degrees of " voluntarness " in waivers of the attorney-client
privilege do not exist.

Cir. 1989) ("

In re Sealed Case 877 F. 2d 976 , 980 (D.

if a (pary) wishes to preserve the privilege , it must

attorney-client communications like
jewels - if not crown jewels In re Subpoena Duces Tecum , 738
F. 2d 1367, 1370 (D. C. Cir. 1984). By voluntarly producing the
materials in
Hynix (Rambus) forfeited some of the traditional
treat the confidentiality of

protections of the adversary system , but avoided some of the

burden of litigating the privilege issue and potentially facing a
Micron. See In re Sealed
more adverse result than in

Inflneon

Case 676 F. 2d 793 , 822-23 (D. C.
FTC, id.

and

Cir. 1982).

at p. 4 (emphasis added).

The ALJ then concluded that , because Rambus had previously and voluntarly disclosed
pre-June 1996 materials to an adversary (Hynx), it had opened the door to limited ilscovery of

post- 1996

materials involving the same subject matter.

The AU concluded the FTC would be

pennitted to obtain discovery of Rambus ' privileged documents for the post- June 1996 period
subject to certain limitations , and ordered production only as to those JEDEC-related documents

that came into existence

on or before December 31 , 1999.

Production of attorney work

product documents after that date were excluded , based on the AU' s conclusion that Rambus did

not anticipate litigation - and ,

therefore

, was not preparg docwnents

litigation - until at least December 31, 1999. FTC,
order would not stand.

062038. 00613/40158322v.

id.

in

anticipation of

at pp. 14- 15. However, this opinon and

, "

A few weeks later , the AU revisited its May 13, 2003 Order and reversed its decision on

subject matter waiver with respect

to the post-

June 1996 documents. The AU ultimately

narowed its waiver ruling to a conclusion that the " scope of discovery to which Complaint

Counsel is entitled is HEREBY LIMITED to the documents created between December 1991
Hynix

and June 1996 and which were previously produced in the

litigation.

In re Rambus Inc.

Docket No. 9302 , Order Grating Request for Reconsideration at p. 4 (FTC May 29 , 2003).

Special Master s Analvsis

The Special Master separately considers whether Rabus has waived its asserted
privileges with respect to JEDEC-related documents and testimony (i) for the period of

1991 to

June 1996 and (ii) for the period after June 1996 and with respect to documents pertaing to
foreign patent applications.

The 1991 to June 1996 Documents

The Special Master concludes that Rambus has waived its assert privilege with respect
to the 1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related documents based upon the following actions by Rambus

which the Special Master concludes are inconsistent with an intent to preserve privilege and
taken together,

evidence instead a waiver of privilege:
Infineon

Rambus never directly appealed the

cour' s March 7 , 2001 Order that

compelled production of the 1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related documents to the
Federal Circuit.

review of the

Infneon,

220 F. R.D. at 269 (" Rambus , however, did not seek

March 7 Order on its direct appeal at the end of the initial

proceedings in this Cour.

Afer the

Federal Circuit reversed the

Infineon

fraud verdict

for over one year

Rambus made no attempt to have the subject documents that had been introduced

062038. 00613/40IS8322v.

into evidence -

and into the public record- placed under sea1."
No. CY - 00-20905,

v. Rambus Inc.

Semiconductor Inc.

Hynix

Order Denying

Defendant' s Motion for Protective Order at p. 4 (N. D. Ca. Feb. 26 , 2004).

Rambus never appealed, or sought other relief from, ths Cour' s May 16, 2001
Order.
Infneon

In response to a motion by Hynix to intervene in the

voluntaly agreed

to

litigation, Rambus

disclose privileged 1991 to June 1996

JEDEC-related

docwnents to Hynix pursuant to a letter agreement dated June 22 , 2001.
Semiconductor Inc.

v. Rambus Inc.

Hynix

No. CY- 00- 20905, Order Denying

Defendant' s Motion for Protective Order (N. D. Ca. Feb. 26 , 2004).
In response to a motion to compel by

FTC Complaint Counsel, Rabus

conceded" in its responsive brief that it would produce to the FTC the 1991 to
June 1996 JEDEC-related

docwnents.

In re

Rambus Inc. Docket No. 9302

(Order on Reconsideration of Complaint Counsel's Motion to Compel Discovery
(FTC

Relating to Subject Matters for which Respondent Asserts Privilege at p. 2

May 13, 2003).
For at least a year following its production of privileged documents in the

FTC

case , Rambus did not seek to seal the subject docwnents that had been introduced
into evidence.

Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc.,

No. CY- 00- 20905,

Order Denying Defendant' s Motion for Protective Order at p. 7 (N. D. Ca. Feb. 26

2004) (" Notably,
evidence in the

FTC

none of the

subject documents

that were

proceedig had ever been subject to a sealing request by

Rabus. They are presumably available to the public even today.

062038. 00613/40
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introduced into

The most compellng to the Special Master of the points recited are Rambus' volunta

production to Hynx under the June 22, 2001 letter agreement and Rambus ' concession in
briefmg that it would produce privileged documents to the FTC. Rambus does not dispute that

(i) each of these productions was made; (ii) each

was made to a

litigation adversar and

therefore, was certainly not for the purpose of obtaining legal advice; and (iii) each was made in

the absence of a cour order compellng the production.
Under the well-settled law of this Circuit , the Special Master concludes that both of these
productions were volunta and have the legal effect of waiving privilege with respect to each

Westinghouse 951 F. 2d

and every document actually produced to Hynix or the FTC.

when a (par) voluntarily discloses privileged communcations to a third

waived" ).

This

par, the privilege is

is tre even though the production to Hynx was pursuant

limiting disclosure.

See,

e. g., In re Chrysler,

860 F. 2d

at 1424

to an agreement

at 846- 47 (turnng over

materials to an

adversar waives privilege even if the disclosure is subject to a confidentiality agreement). And

the waiver is effective even though the disclosure to the FTC involved an investigation by a

governental agency.

See, e.

, Westinghouse,

951 F. 2d at 1425- 26 (no exception for

disclosures to governental agencies).

Accordingly, the Special Master concludes that , to the extent Rabus has not previously

produced them to Micron, Rambus must produce to Micron any and all documents that were

produced to either Hynix or the FTC in the absence

of an express order

compellng that

production.

JEDEC- Related Post-June
Documents

1996/Forei2n Patent Application

Having concluded that Rambus has waived its privilege with respect to the 1991 to June
1996 JEDEC-related documents that it produced voluntarly to Hynx and the FTC, the Special

062038.00613/40158322v.

Master turs to Micron s argument that this waiver opens the door to the post- June 1996 JEDECrelated documents and documents relating to foreign patent applications.

Micron argues that Rambus ' pattern of fraud with

respect to its patent prosecution

activities continued after it left JEDEC, and that communications between Rambus and its
foreign patent agents may show that Rarbus also manipulated its foreign patent application
claims to cover JEDEC standards. Micron s argument is one that the AU for the FTC found at

least temporarly persuasive

in ordering -

by an order that the AU later reversed on

reconsideration - that Rambus must produce JEDEC-related documents through December 31
1999.

For its own assessment,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

v.

the

Special Master finds the Thrd Circuit' s opinon in

Republic of the Philppines

to be instrctive:

When a party discloses a portion of otherwise privileged materials

while withholding the rest, the privilege is waived only as to
those communications actually disclosed, unless a partal

waiver would be unfair to the part' s adversary. If a partial

waiver does disadvantage the disclosing pary s adversary by, for
example , allowing the disclosing part to present a one-sided story
to the cour the privilege wil be waived as to all communications
on the same subject.
951 F. 2d at 1426 n.l2 (emphasis added).

Like any adversary, Micron might receive an advantage in proving up its claims if it is
permitted access to more of its opponent' s privileged documents. However , the Special Master

concludes that Micron has not made the necessary

particularized showing that it has

been

by the disclosure of the 1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related documents in the

disadvantaged

absence of the disclosure of the additional categories of documents it seeks.

at pp. 43-44 , the AU reversed its decision on subject matter waiver and concluded tht
supra
in re
Rambus had waived its privilege only with respect to the 1991 to June 1996 JEDEC-related documents.
Rambus inc. Docket 1'0. 9302 (Order Grantig Request for Reconsideration at p. 4) (FC May 29, 2003).
29 As set fort

062038. 006
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Accordingly, absent the showing required of Micron, the Special Master concludes that
Micron s motion directed to JEDEC-related documents after June 1996 and documents relating
to foreign patent applications should be denied. In sumar, the Special Master concludes that

Rambus has waived its privilege only with respect to the JEDEC-related documents that Rambus

previously produced to Hynx or the FTC in the absence of an express order compellng that
production.

062038. 00613/40 I 58322v.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set fort

above ,

the Special Master concludes that Rambus must produce

to Micron the " Documents to be Produced " which the Special Master defines as (a) the 46

JEDEC-related docwnents that Rambus admits are within the scope of Judge McKelvie s May
, 2001 Order and (b) to the extent that any have not been previously produced to Micron, all
JEDEC-related documents that Rambus previously produced to Hynix or the FTC in the absence
of an express order by the

Hynix

court or the FTC Admnistrtive Law Judge, as applicable

compelling that production.

IT IS, THEREFORE , HEREBY RECOMMENDEDTHA T:
(b)

Micron s motion to compel be GRAED, in par , as it relates to the Documents
to be Produced, as defined above;

(c)

Micron s motion to compel be DENIED, in par, to the extent it relates to any
privileged document not within the scope of the Documents to be Produced, as

defined above;
(d)

All Documents to be Produced shall be produced to Micron within

thi (30)

days of the date entered below; and
(e)

The costs for the Special Master s services shall be shared equally by the paries.

The Special Master s Report and Recommendation wil become a fmal order of the

Court unless objection is timely taken in accordance with the provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P.
53(g).

ENTERED this
day of March , 2006
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